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Results-oriented leader with recognized achievements in utilization, auditing, and 
training. The multifaceted experience provides versatility and resourcefulness. 
Appreciated developing skilled team members who are empowered to be 
autonomous and proactive. Naturally thorough and objective with consistent 
follow-through and successful results.

JULY 2010 – AUGUST 2010
CREATIVE WRITER - ABC CORPORATION

 Act as the lead for focus groups to generate ideas that assist in creating scripts.
 Create scripts that included dialogue and a set of shows that would be aired on 

the TV network.
 Assist in producing and directing reality and scripted shows.
 Experienced with online marketing for many companies.
 Wrote daily content and blogs for multiple companies.
 Created monthly social media post plans.
 Edited and proofread content and graphics during project development and 

production.

2005 – 2010
CREATIVE WRITER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Experienced with online marketing for many companies Wrote daily content and
blogs for multiple companies Created monthly social media post plans for .

 Research and create informational descriptions for company websites to 
describe their services, about me, locations, and home page.

 Providing detailed descriptions has given me the opportunity to learn the most 
effective ways of reaching out to our readers; therefore being able to .

 Skills Used Creativity, strong foundation of English and writing, ability to 
research and write detailed information based on my findings, and .

 Developed content for marketing materials, including brochures, annual reports,
print and broadcast advertisements, direct mail and interactive sites.

 Edited and proofread content and graphics during project development and 
production.

 Managed freelance writers who assisted with projects.

EDUCATION

B.A. in Sociology - 2015(East Los Angeles College)
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SKILLS

Graphic Design, Customer Service, Marketing, Proficient in Quark 8, Adobe Suites, 
TargetX, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and Excel.
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